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Executive Summary
The administration of CAD/CAM systems is an important responsibility of a systems
administrator in a design and manufacturing company. This paper covers some
advanced tips and techniques for both Windows and UNIX workstations that will make
your CATIA V5 Administration more efficient. These techniques will help simplify or
eliminate some of the time consuming installation and customization tasks. This
paper is intended for the administrators, who want to understand the concepts that
are beyond the basics tasks and can help with the maintenance of existing
installations.
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This paper is split into four sections. The first section deals with V5 CATIA
installation, and specifically provides some tips on using scripts for simplifying the
installation of CATIA. This section is titled V5 CATIA Installation Tips using scripts.
The second section provides tips on starting V5 CATIA in admin mode and is titled
Tips on starting V5 CATIA in admin mode. The third section covers tips on starting V5
CATIA faster and is titled Tips on starting V5 CATIA Faster. The last section provides
information on how to recover the Desktop and Start Menu icons on the Windows
operating Systems if they were not added during the install. This section is titled V5
CATIA Desktop and Start Menu Icons on Windows.
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1. CATIA V5 Installation Tips using Scripts
1.1.

Installation Scripts for distributing CATIA

There are several methods to install software across networks. The following are some of
the typical methods for installing any software across the networks:

Batch commands with scripts allow for the completion of multiple installation steps from the
execution of a single script. For example, a script containing CATIA Batch commands can be
used for installing CATIA GA code and upgrading it with a Service Pack. Another example
would be if a CATIA installation has a Service Pack installed, the batch commands with
scripts can rollback or commit the installed Service Pack, and proceed with installing the
later Service Pack.
This document covers batch scripts used to perform the following installation tasks:
Install GA CATIA Code
Install a Service Pack update on GA CATIA Code
Install a Service Pack update on CATIA Code that already has a SP installed
Rollback or Commit a CATIA Service Pack

1.2.

Using Scripts to distribute CATIA V5

The first stop in a network install is to set up a server directory to hold the CATIA code and
scripts. An AIX server should be set up for the sharing of the CATIA code across the AIX
clients and similarly a Windows server should be configured for sharing code with all the
Windows clients.
On Windows make a directory named: C:\catia-media, and on UNIX, create a directory
called /catia-media. Share the Windows directory and NFS Export the UNIX directory.
Make sub-directories under the catia-media directory for each specific GA level and Service
Pack of CATIA. Then copy the contents of the appropriate CATIA Code CD(s) into the
corresponding sub-directories.
Create the required scripts and place them into the catia-media directory on the server.
After the server is set up with all the code and scripts, you are ready to start the install of the
CATIA code on the clients.
Most of the CATIA code, GA or Service Packs, are delivered via 3 CD’s / DVD’s and the
following information pertains to the proper handling of media that spans multiple discs.
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Shared Directory Install for Windows
NFS Mounted Install for UNIX
RCMD Command Install for Windows
Compressed Form Install, for both Windows and UNIX
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Ensure the contents of each DVD is copied into separate folders respectively named 1,2,
and 3. The contents of the first CD might get copied into a folder named:
/catia-media/V5R20GA/CATIA_P3.intel_a/1
The second DVD contents would then get copied into a folder named:
/catia-media/V5R20GA/CATIA_P3.intel_a/2
If the CATIA code is downloaded unzip or untar the contents of each of the downloaded files
into the same folder or directory. The files will automatically be placed under respective
folders called 1,2 and 3.
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On a Windows client, map the network drive to access the CATIA code and scripts for the
execution of the specific scripts for the installation. In the example below the server
directory \\server\catia-media is mapped to Z. Figure 1 shows the directories and scripts
that are set up for a Windows server.

Figure 1 – catia-media directory on Windows Server (viewed from the Client)

For UNIX clients, NFS mount the /catia-media directory on the server as /catia-media on
the client, then execute the specific script for the desired installation.
The following eight figures show the different scripts that can be used to pull a CATIA install
from a server onto a Windows or Unix Client. You may use these scripts as templates and
create your own scripts based on your operating system specifics.
Figure 2 shows the script (bat file) used on Windows to install CATIA GA Code. It starts and
ends with echo statements to confirm which section of the script is being executed, and to
confirm that the batch process has completed. This script example uses the StartB Batch
command to install CATIA V5R20 GA code. Also note that since Microsoft’s Visual Basic
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Application (VBA) is not installed automatically by the StartB Batch command, a separate
install command has been added for its installation. This command is only needed if you
have the requirement of writing VBA scripts for CATIA.

Figure 3 shows the UNIX Script that performs the same installation of GA CATIA code as
shown in Figure 2 but for UNIX. This script example uses the start command to perform the
install of CATIA V5R20 GA code. Flags were added to the start command, forcing it to
execute the command in Batch mode.

Figure 3 - V5R12_Install.sh - UNIX (AIX)

Figure 4 shows the script (bat file) used on Windows to install a Service Pack update on
CATIA GA Code. This script example uses the StartSPKB, a batch command to install
V5R20 SP5. It is assumed here that the SP5 install is on the GA code. Rolling back an
existing SP and installing a higher SP will be covered in the next section.
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Figure 2 - V5R20_Install.bat - Windows
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Figure 4 - V5R20SP5_Install.bat - Windows

Figure 5 - V5R12SP1_Install.sh - UNIX (AIX)
Figure 6 shows the script (bat file) used on Windows to install a Service Pack update on
CATIA Code with an already installed Service Pack. This script example uses the
CATSoftwareMgtB Batch command to first rollback the installed Service Pack SP5, then
uses the StartSPKB batch command to install V5R20 SP6. If you want to commit the Service
Pack instead of rolling it back, replace the -R flag with a -C flag in the CATSoftwareMgtB
batch command.

Figure 6 - V5R20SP6_Install.bat - Windows
Figure 7 shows the UNIX Script that performs the same action of installing a Service Pack
update on CATIA Code with an already installed Service Pack as shown in figure 6, but for
AIX (UNIX). This script example also uses the CATSoftwareMgtB batch command to first
rollback the installed Service Pack SP5, then uses the start command in Batch mode to
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Figure 5 shows the Script used to performs the same action of installing Service Pack
update on GA CATIA code, as shown in Figure 4, but for UNIX. This script example uses the
start command in Batch mode to install V5R20 SP5. Flags were added to the start
command; it executes the command in Batch mode.
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install V5R20 SP6. Note that the V5 Online Documentation in the section for using the
CATSoftwareMgtB batch command has a path error shown for UNIX. The UNIX path for the
CATSoftwareMgtB command is missing "/code/bin".

Figure 7 - V5R12SP6_Install.sh - UNIX (AIX)
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Figure 8 shows the script (bat file) used on Windows to rollback a CATIA Service Pack back
to the GA CATIA level. This script example uses the CATSoftwareMgtB Batch command to
rollback the installed Service Pack to the GA Level.

Figure 8 - V5R20_Rollback_to_GA.bat - Windows

Figure 9 shows the Script that performs the same action of rolling back a CATIA Service
Pack back to the GA CATIA level as shown in Figure 8, but for UNIX. This script example
also uses the CATSoftwareMgtB Batch command to rollback the installed Service Pack to
the GA Level.

Figure 9 - V5R12_Rollback_to_GA.sh - UNIX (AIX)
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The Windows scripts are launched by double clicking on the script icon in the mapped
network drive folder. Figure 10 shows the window that is launched to perform the install of
V5R20 SP6, including the rollback of SP5. The window reports where in the process it is
working and lists the steps that took place during the install.

Figure 10 - V5R12SP6_Install.bat execution window - Windows
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Figure 11 shows the same steps performed by running the batch script to install V5R20 SP5
on UNIX, from an NFS mounted network directory.

Figure 11 - V5R20SP6_Install.sh execution window - UNIX (AIX)

In summary scripts can be created for installing V5 CATIA code by using any of the Batch
commands to perform the desired tasks. The StartB / start command for installing CATIA
GA code, StartSPKB / start commands for installing Service Packs, and the
CATSoftwareMgtB command for committing or rolling back an installed Service Pack.
Adding multiple Batch commands in a single script allows flexibility in performing multiple
tasks. Finally, by scheduling these batch runs on the appropriate operating systems, you can
have an unattended install performed, adding efficiency to your CATIA administration.
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2. Tips on Starting V5 CATIA in Admin mode
Starting CATIA in admin mode allows for access to the Locked Settings and Customized
Standards. These Settings and Standards are normally set companywide, user are not
normally allowed to modify them. The folder where these are stored is set by the
environment variable CATReferenceSettingPath. This folder should be accessible only by
a root / admin type user. For example you can point this variable to folder called
C:\Temp\LOCK. This is a prerequisite for launching CATIA in the Admin mode.
You can launch CATIA in the admin mode using the command:
cnext -admin
The following are a couple variations of the same command:
Specifying a particular environment:
cnext -env CATIA.V5R20.B20 -admin

For Windows, these commands are issued in a DOS window from the directory:
C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\B20\intel_a\code\bin.
Launching CATIA in admin mode on UNIX is accomplished by issuing the command:
catstart -run “CNEXT –admin”
From the following directory: /usr/DassaultSystemes/B20/OS_a/code/command
(and include the –env or –direnv flags as required) where OS_a = aix_a for AIX, hpux_b for
HP-UX & solaris_a for Solaris

2.1.

TIP for UNIX Administrators

Create a script to start CATIA in the admin mode, and save is under a name along the lines
of v5r20admin. For example, to start CATIA V5R20 in admin mode on AIX, the following
script can be used:
#! /bin/ksh
/usr/DassaultSystemes/B20/aix_a/code/command/catstart -run “CNEXT -env
CATIA.V5R20.B20 -direnv /CATEnv –admin”
Since "many" UNIX Administrators use the command line interfaces, the icon method of
starting in admin mode for UNIX can be achieved by editing the file:
/CATEnv/CATCDE/CATIA/dt/appconfig/types/C/CATIA.V5R20.B20.dt
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If the environment file is not installed at the default location:
cnext -env CATIA.V5R20.B20 -direnv “C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\
Application Data\DassaultSystemes\CATEnv” -admin
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Modifying the EXEC_STRING to add the -admin flag:
/bin/ksh -c '/usr/DassaultSystemes/B20/${OSDS2}/code/command/catstart -run CNEXT admin -direnv /CATEnv -env CATIA.V5R20.B20'

2.2.

TIP for Windows Administrators

A simpler method of starting CATIA in admin mode on Windows (instead of typing in a long
command in a DOS Window) is to create a shortcut icon. This is easily done by making a
copy of the shortcut of the desktop icon to launch CATIA that you want. Once the shortcut
copy is made, rename it to add "Admin Mode" as shown in Figure 12.

Right click on this new Shortcut Icon and select Properties to view the Properties Window as
shown in Figure 13

Figure 13 - CATSTART Properties Window for starting CATIA in Admin Mode
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Figure 12 - CATIA Icon in Admin mode
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Modify the Target to add the -admin flag so that it is within the quotes of the CNEXT.exe
string. The modified V5R20 Target should look like:
"C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\B20\intel_a\code\bin\CATSTART.exe" -run
"CNEXT.exe -admin" -env CATIA.V5R20.B20 -direnv "C:\Documents and Settings\All
Users\Application Data\DassaultSystemes\CATEnv"

2.3.
Alternate method for accessing the Locking
Settings
To access the Locked Settings, you must start CATIA in admin mode (as described above),
and then go to Tools - Options.
An alternate method to launching CATIA is to start the Settings Management script
(CATOptionsMgt) in admin mode.
For UNIX, start the Setting Management script from the command line by issuing the
command:
-run

CATOptionsMgt

-

For Windows, start the Setting Management script from a DOS Window by issuing the
command:
C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\B20\intel_a\code\bin\CATOptionsMgt -admin
Or, modify the Target Properties of the V5R20 Setting Management Script (Icon), shown in
Figure 14, as what was done for the cnext command.

Figure 14 - Settings Management Icon in Admin mode

The modified target should be:
"C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\B20\intel_a\code\bin\CATOptionsMgt.exe”
-admin -env CATIA.V5R20.B20 -direnv "C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\ Application
Data\DassaultSystemes\CATEnv"
Note: If you want to create or modify the CATIA standards (Tools - Standards) you must log
into CATIA in admin mode, because starting the Settings Management in admin mode
doesn’t allow access to the standards.
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/usr/DassaultSystemes/B20/OS_a/code/command/catstart
admin
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2.4.

Windows Tip: Create an Admin Tools folder

Creating an Admin Tools Folder is an easy way to access common admin tools. They could
be added to the "standard" tools folder, but these tools can be separated from the default
tools to better distinguish them from the default supplied tools.
To do this, make a directory "Admin Tools" in the directory
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu\Programs\CATIA, then add some
customized / special tools such as:
CATIA Start in Admin mode
Settings Management in Admin mode (as described in the previous sections)
KillV5Process (as described below)
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The end result is that you can have a location to store some of the customized icons that can
be used in the administration of CATIA. A sample of this folder is seen in Figure 15.

Figure 15 - New Admin Tools Folder

2.5.

KillV5Process

KillV5Process is a tool that stops the running of all CATIA Processes. To add this tool, make
a shortcut from the file C:\Program Files\Dassault
Systemes\B20\intel_a\code\bin\KillV5Process in this new Admin Tools Directory. The V5R20
version of this tool works on the older levels of CATIA too, but same command from some of
the older levels may not be upwards compatible. Caution should be taken in using this tool
as it will also kill the LUM processes, which will have to be restarted to re-access the
licenses.
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3. Tips on Starting V5 CATIA Faster
There are several options that can be used to start CATIA "faster". These methods are not
documented in the CATIA Online Documentation because they are unofficial variables.
Although their use has spread throughout the user community (as they usually work well for
the current supported levels of CATIA), they should be used at your own risk as they are not
supported.
The following are the most widely used:
Starting CATIA without the empty CATProduct Window opening
Starting CATIA without displaying the Graphical Background in the CATIA Window
Starting CATIA without the "Splash Screen" opening during the CATIA start-up

3.1.
Starting CATIA without opening an empty
CATProduct Window

With a CATIA Environment variable
With a Operating System Environment variable
With a cnext script flag

3.1.1.

CATIA Environment Variable Method

Create a CATIA environment variable CATNoStartDocument and set it to yes. Use the
CATIA Environment Editor (for Windows or UNIX) and add the new variable for a specific
level (or Environment). Figure 16 shows this variable being set using the Environment Editor.

Figure 16 - New Environment Variable CATNoStartDocument
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Starting CATIA without opening an empty CATProduct can be accomplished on Windows
and UNIX by one of the three methods described below:
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3.1.2.

Operating System Environment Variable Method

Setting the variable CATNoStartDocument = yes as a system variable can be useful for
modifying all levels of CATIA installed.
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For Windows, go to Start - Control Panel - System - Advanced Tab - Environment Variables,
and add the new variable in the Environment Variables Window as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17 - System Environment Window setting the Variable CATNoStartDocument

For UNIX, modify the user's .dtprofile / .profile by adding the following line:
export CATNoStartDocument=yes

3.1.3.

CNEXT Script Flag Method

Since CATIA starts using the CNEXT script, adding the flag of "c" produces the same effect
as setting the CATNoStartDocument environment variable.
For Windows, simply modify the CATIA Icon start script by right clicking on the icon and
selecting properties. This opens the window shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 - Properties Window for starting CATIA without a CATProduct window

Update the Target field with the following command (V5R20):
"C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\B20\intel_a\code\bin\CATSTART.exe" -run
"CNEXT.exe c" -env CATIA.V5R20.B20 -direnv "C:\Documents and Settings\All
Users\Application Data\DassaultSystemes\CATEnv"
For UNIX, issue the following command:
/usr/DassaultSystemes/B20/OS_a/code/command/catstart -run CNEXT c
Also for UNIX, the desktop file can be modified to add the "c" flag. This is done by editing the
file /CATEnv/CATIA/dt/appconfig/types/C/CATIA.V5R20.B20.dt
Change the EXEC_STRING for the ACTION CATIA.V5R20.B20 to:
/bin/ksh -c '/usr/DassaultSystemes/B20/${OSDS2}/code/command/catstart -run
"CNEXT c" -direnv /usr/DassaultSystemes/B20/CATEnv -env CATIA.V5R20.B20'
NOTE: You need to restart the Workspace Manager, since you modified a desktop file.
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3.2.
Starting CATIA without displaying the Graphical
Background

The CATIA Background image file is:
C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\B20\intel_a\
resources\graphic\icons\ClientMDIBackgroundNT.bmp

Create an environment variable CNEXTBACKGROUND and set it to NO. This can be done
as a CATIA environment variable (for a specific environment of CATIA) or a system
environment variable (for all installed levels of CATIA on the operating system). Figure 19
shows this variable being set using the CATIA Environment Editor.

Figure 19 - New Environment Variable CNETBACKGROUND

3.3.

Starting CATIA without the Splash Screen

The CATIA Splashscreen image is:
C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\B20\intel_a\
resources\graphic
\splashscreens\CATIASplash.bmp
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Starting CATIA without displaying the Graphical Background in the CATIA Window is done
by setting an environment variable (on both Windows and UNIX):
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Starting CATIA without the Splash Screen is done by setting an environment variable (on
both Windows and UNIX):
Create an environment variable CNEXTSPLASHSCREEN and set it to NO. This can be
done as a CATIA environment variable (for a specific environment of CATIA) or a system
environment variable (for all installed levels of CATIA on the operating system). Figure 20
shows this variable being set using the CATIA Environment Editor.
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Figure 20 - New Environment Variable CNEXTSPLASHSCREEN
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4. CATIA V5 Desktop and Start Menu Icons on
Windows
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During the install process of V5R20 CATIA on Windows, you are given a choice of creating
the Desktop and Start Menu shortcuts. The default is to install these icons, during
installation. If you uncheck any of these items at the time of install, and later on you want
these, you must manually add them. Figure 21 shows this "Shortcut Creation" Window
during the install.

Figure 21 - Shortcut Creation Window - Windows

4.1.

Adding the Startup icon on the desktop

If the CATIA Start Icon was created in the Start Menu (in the directory
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu\Programs\CATIA), copy it to the directory
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Desktop
If no Start Icons exist, you need to create one as follows:
Make a shortcut of the file
C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\B20\intel_a\code\bin\CATSTART.exe in the directory
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Desktop
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Right click on the new Shortcut Icon and select Properties to view the Properties Window
shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22 - CATSTART Properties Window

Update the Target field with the following command (V5R20):
"C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\B20\intel_a\code\bin\CATSTART.exe" -run
"CNEXT.exe" -env CATIA.V5R20.B20 -direnv "C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\
Application Data\DassaultSystemes\CATEnv"
Blank out the line Start In
Select the Change Icon button, and change the File Name to:
%ProgramFiles%\Dassault Systemes\B20\intel_a\code\bin\CNEXT.exe
Select the DS Icon and select OK.
In the General Tab (of the Properties Window) rename the Shortcut to CATIA V5R20.
Select Apply to make the changes.
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4.2.
Manually adding Startup Icon shortcut in the Start
Menu
If the CATIA Start Icon was created on the Desktop in the directory
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Desktop copy it to the directory
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu\Programs\CATIA.
If no Start Icons exist, follow the steps above to create the Icon for the Desktop, and then
copy this Icon into the directory:
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu\ Programs\CATIA.

4.3.
Manually adding administrative tools in the Start
Menu
Make sure the tools directory exists:

Make shortcut copies of the following Scripts in the directory:
C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\B20\intel_a\code\bin into the directory
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu\Programs\CATIA\Tools
Tools in /code/bin

Tool Name

CATUTIL.exe

Batch Management V5R20

CATIAENV.exe

Environment Editor V5R20

CATNodelockMgt.exe

Nodelock Key Management V5R20

CATPrinterManager.exe

Printers V5R20

CATSoftwareMgt.exe

Settings Management V5R20

CATOptionsMgt.exe

Software Management V5R20

Rename all the copied shortcuts to the corresponding Tool Name shown above.
Right click on each of the icons and select Properties, and blank out the line Start In.
For the CATSoftwareMgt.exe Icon, also change the Target to:
"C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\B20\intel_a\code\bin\CATOptionsMgt.exe"-env
CATIA.V5R20.B20 -direnv "C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\
DassaultSystemes\CATEnv"
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C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu\Programs\CATIA\Tools
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5. Conclusion
A system administrator’s role is to maintain the systems and the software at the current
levels. The topics covered in this document allows for anyone who has a handle on the basic
administration of CATIA V5 to take step up their effectiveness and efficiency and streamline
their Administration tasks. The techniques outlined here will enable a reduction and/or
elimination of some admin tasks while increasing the Administrators overall efficiency.
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